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Attacks in Absolver are covered on this page. Attack different moves that you place in your battle deck for use in sequences. All attacks have an initial and end position, this determines the positions at which the move is available and the moves that can follow it. It is recommended to visit
the battle and combat deck pages in addition to this to better understand the concept of the present explained. Movement and purpose Each move has a type of movement and a target area, they affect how the movement interacts with certain movements with special properties and certain
defensive abilities. Different target areas are high, low and medium, while different types of movement are: vertical, thrust and horizontal. It should be noted that vertical attacks act just like average thrusts, with the sole exception of back reeling being stopped by medium tremors but not
verticals, and that horizontal attacks also physically have a wider scope of the area, making them effective against poorly timed manual evasion. In addition to this, with only a couple of exceptions to be had, the attack is hit with one hand, meaning that the forgotten class of ability and moves
with parrying the property will only be parried by the attack if the entry/parrying side coincides with the one from which the attack hits. Properties Some moves have special properties that give them special effects or allow them to avoid specific attacks: Breaking: Usually known as
guardbreak moves, this attack interrupts attacks with a charge of ownership and absorbs and deals with very high endurance damage if blocked. These moves are the main way of violating the enemy's guard. These moves are slow, telegraphed by their lava visual effect and characteristic
sound and linear (pulls and verticals), but can put a lot of pressure on the opponent due to the high impact reward with one, giving a very high frame advantage on the kick and on the block and having good damage on impact, additionally to the high endurance damage on the block.
Charging: This moves act in the same way as one hit hyperarmor would in other games, it allows the user not to be interrupted if the user gets hit once during the animation, the move will however be interrupted if the user gets hit twice or either breaks or stops the attack. These moves are
commonly referred to as charge attacks or armor attacks. Duckling: This step allows the user to avoid attacks that hit high. These moves are also called Avoid high and high crush jumping attacks: Moving allows the user to avoid attacks that hit low. These moves are also called Avoid low
and low Parrying crush attacks: These moves allow the user to fend off the attack based on the specific side, depending on the attack itself position from which it is used. Parrying attacks have significantly more active windows than parrying Forsaken and, except parrying and strikeing
(which (which is (which Very quick to compensate) give a huge frame advantage on the kick, making them extremely powerful tools. Stop: Stopping attacks can be described as faster but less powerful guardbreaks, they cause good endurance damage, give a good frame advantage on the
kick and on the block and stop charging attacks (note: they don't stop absorbing) due to being linear and telegraphed by a red glow. Most stop attacks deal relatively little damage to their speed, but the middle thrust and have a good range makes them worthy options combined with high
horizontal damage. Strafing: This move allows the user to avoid vertical and traction attacks. Double strikes: Although not official property, moves that hit twice as hard to avoid with defensive abilities (except parried Forsaken) and will interrupt the attack charge. Exploring Attacks New
Attacks will learn when you block, evade, or use your defensive abilities against them, and the latter is the fastest method. Keep in mind you have to kill the enemy from which you learn to gain experience for each attack. Getting killed or running away from the fight will lose all the
experience you got fighting this particular enemy. By joining the school you will get access to the school deck and style, using the attack in the deck will allow you to get to know them, succesfuly using the new style of ville earn you progress towards unlocking it. You can leave school and
keep all the preogress on the moves/styles you've been unlocking. You don't, however, save them unless you fully recognize them. The frame data in combat games is often measured in frames, with each frame 1 / (frame rate) of a second. In many games, including Absolver, 30 frames per
second is the standard by which frames are measured, i.e. the frame in Absolver is 1/30th of a second or about 33 milliseconds. The total time it takes to complete any move is usually divided into three parts, this applies mainly to attacks, but also to forces and defensive abilities: Running:
Running time from the start to the moment it hits active frames: the period when the move is active, if it hitbox collides with the unlocked player, the hit will be registered if the player guards the block will be registered. In the case of defensive abilities, he must face a hurtbox incoming attack
to be registered as a success. Recovery/Release: The period after the end of active frames, until the character can move again, the Absolver attacks generally have little release, and part of it can be canceled (more on that later), leading to a general game concept as the whiff of
punishment be less common than in other games. Defensive ability tends to be more recovery when they are not successful, and can be punished. As mentioned earlier, in the attack of the attack The player enters one of two states where they are technically unable to do anything:
blockstun if the player is guarded when the kick was taken and hittun if they were not. It is important to note that for most moves, hitstun usually lasts much longer than blockstun, making taking action after hitting is much more unprofitable than doing so after blocking a hit. In Absolver hitstun
can be undone in a block if the player is not guardbroken, meaning that breaking the enemy's guard is the only way to create a true combo. When one character attacks another, the time difference between the moment the aggressor recovers after moving them, and the receiver recovers
after a blocker or hittooth is called the advantage of the frame, and has a big impact in the battle, because if both characters had to take the same action after that, the fastest rebounding one would perform it first. Gold-link (Perfect Attack) When you use an attack, you can cancel part of the
recovery and move to another almost immediately after the impact occurs. It's called Perfect Attack in the game, but has been given the name of the Gold-Links community as flash gold characters when the link moves using this technique. Whenever an attack is made, two horizontal lines
advance along the endurance bar and two triangles point to the point of it. To perform Goldlink, players must enter the next attack at about the point where the two lines match the location of the triangles indicate. This will cancel the last 4 frames of the recovery move and move immediately
to the next one. You can perform golden links from peak attacks and manual evasions, you can also gold-link from attacking in defensive ability and manual evasion. List of Bare-Hands Attacks Attacks Attacks Feel free to ask a place to grind a certain step to see if anyone else might know.
As for me, does anyone know the place of direct attack? Absolver basics from alignment, places, battle councils, classes and booty. This guide may contain some spoilers, but Absolver is not based on the story and there are no major plot twists or anything like that, so I think this guide is
pretty standard stuff. Other Abfolver Guides: Where to Find Jinn Meska? Did not manage to join the school? Pyramid of Places. The easiest way to choose what style of combat you should choose is to imagine what it is you: what kind of fighter you would be. Do you prefer parrying, taking
hits or avoiding them altogether? Of course, once you've gained enough experience and joined the schools you can essentially learn each style, but for most of the game you'll be stuck with the style you chose at the beginning. So this is an important decision. Forgotten Forgotten is all
about fending off attacks and having tight counters for your opponent. Forgotten well against those bots, love to spam you you Kicks. It may take some time to get used to as you need to have the exact time to have a successful pairing. From what I've seen, the bots that are parried aren't as
hard as after they soar they will go for a hard kick (like jumping elbow strike) that is easy to avoid. Although I'm not sure what the players will do - and I doubt that would be the case. Kalt Personally, my least favorite class. Kalt has a box-ish feel as you absorb the hits and hit back faster and
stronger. This style is good for countering tough hitters, but not so good for quick attacks (which a lot of npcs will have). Timing is not really a problem as other styles as the game is more forgiving with absorbs. Absorption is also good for restoring lost stamina, but don't try to spam as you
will go down quickly. Patience is the key to Kalt. Windfall My main class, Windfall is about avoiding enemy attacks. First, I struggled with this style as dodging attacks with a mouse way harder than with a controller (I recommend the controller). Once you've got the know-how on how to
dodge, then you have to master the timing, and with Windfall, you'll have to remember a lot of moves and their timing; how slow or fast the attack will hit you and in which direction you need to move to successfully dodge their attack. Don't try to spam dodge the feature either as you will be
easily defeated. Stagger I won't talk much on staggering, or how to unlock it (as it's part of the problem); however, reeling quickly and hard to predict. Npcs with Stagger will give you a hard time if you don't know about the form. Your first instinct can be to spam your opponent until you are
out of stamina, so you can run away, go back and repeat the process. This may work at first, but coming at later enemies and bosses as well as a few opponents, it won't work. First, you need to realize the strength and weakness of your class, as well as the time of your attacks. I
recommend you spend your first hour or two in the first area of the game (Central Harbor for me) and fight as many npcs as you can so you can learn new abilities as well as mastering your own. Exploring new combat moves is essential to creating a free combat deck. Tips on how to build a
battle deck of Variety, Power and Flow. These are the key components of building a battle deck that works for you. Here are some tips on how to make a battle deck: Go through the moves that you unlocked, and look at the basics: Timelines of attack, impact of attack and what position you
finish in. decks that have the same moves (such as kick, kick hook), although useful for the first time, are easy to identify when used in a row. Mix it with your deck. Different. As at the last point, mix his attack with a few Perspectives. On the right, on the left, above, below. Below. Go for three
right punches as your opponent will recognize it and get out of the way at any time. Punches and kicks won't always work together; Having a low kick in a high kick in another blow is too slow and don't catch the opponent by surprise. Start with a quick kick first to make your combo all the
more unpredictable. Use your deck flow through yourself to have the maximum amount of damage coming out. Don't just stick to the same combo by repeating yourself over and over again. Have your deck flow from one combo to another until it makes a full circle - enough to make your
opponent confused about what attack you're going to do next. Using abilities there are several different abilities in Absolver, but my personal favorites are the two easiest to get: Shockwave and Healing. Shockwave is my favorite because it has a wide range of uses: getting distance,
stopping combos, moving opponents, stopping yourself from encircling and pushing enemies away from rocks, bridges, etc. make sure you use your abilities wisely in combat as the shards run out you can leave you vulnerable to big combos without out. Stopping an opponent from releasing
a large combo can be the difference between winning or losing. There are deadlines on the combo, and as healing just as your opponent is about to hit is a big mistake. Combo Abilities together (click them away with Shockwave, and heal right after that you don't get hit right away). There
are still many abilities that you can work in your fighting style, just make sure you know when to use them and what they do. Weapons (especially swords) are unpredictable, can be difficult to resist and do a lot of damage if used correctly. As before, make the battle deck for your weapons
tricky as you are going to want a good flow with enough damage to take off the enemy. Swords have more reach and military gloves are more closed neighborhoods. Be careful how the weapons can break down and be dropped, allowing your opponent to use them against you. Some npcs
will spawn with weapons/caviar weapons in the middle of battle, so it's helpful to learn from these enemies before you encounter other players. Armor and weight armor and weight are big factors that greatly affect your ability to fight and your speed. The amount of armor and weight you
have varies depending on your class: heavy armor is good for Kalt; Medium / Sometimes heavy for the forgotten; and Medium/Light for windfall. The amount of armor you wear will dictate how many hits you can take before you go down; You can assume that having a load of cupid on so
that you are invincible is good, but it is not (not all the time). Your speed will be greatly reduced from this, making slow attacks even slower and quickly attacking the average - as well as the speed of movement taking a big hit. While it improves your survivability, it won't do much for your
offensive capabilities. Opportunities. The right armor for your class and style of play is very important. Make sure you have a decent balance between defensive and offensive capabilities. Being a tank would be good in 1v1s, but scary against multiple opponents. There is also no point in
having a lot of armor when your opponent can see your attacks from afar and are able to avoid it with ease. Armor with the best blunt and cut defense, although seem attractive, is usually the heavest types of armor. So find your balance. Environment When going into battle, it is important to
also be aware of the environment you are in. This can be a big disappointment and use for you. Using abilities will help you use the environment to your advantage. Being able to push your enemies off the bridge will earn you easy experience points. It can also help when you are in a
difficult position as a complete health enemy can take care of with a quick maneuver. Just make sure that if you are fighting the enemy from the bridge that you are not following them. (I've done it too many times). NPCS are the easiest way to gain xp, knowledge and moves before you go
out and fight with other players. There is not much variety of actual NPCS, but they do have unique combat models that can catch you by surprise. From what I've seen there are 4 different types of enemy NPCS: Perspectives, Fallen Perspectives, Marked and Bosses. Prospects Prospects
are the standard enemy of the NPC, which you will encounter everywhere. They are the easiest NPC to beat and won't provide much trouble if they gang on you. The faded prospects are difficult to explain because they can range from mild to difficult. Fallen prospects are usually defined by
wearing a black mask - if you see a group of them, then I don't recommend you try to take them all on. Fighting one Falling Avenue may offer little of some kind of challenge, but two or more will be a struggle if you don't know what you're doing. Ocasionally, Fallen Perspectives will appear in
clusters (the maximum I've seen is about 5 at a time place next to the marked - which was extremely disappointing). I'm not sure how the fallen prospects work (I though it was the players who died there, but I'm not quite sure). As you progress, you will find more fallen prospects than any
other character. Ironically, some of the fallen prospects have given me harder than some of the noted ones. Tagged ones must be beaten before moving on to the final stage of Absolver. Tagged offer a variety of problems, depending on who you encounter. There are six marked in total and
you can face the first by surprise (I know what I did) and lose very Depending on the spawning of enemies, marked may or may not be accompanied by prospects Prospects are falling. The number of enemies that accompany the Marked can make fighting them impossible. After defeating
Marked One, you'll get a new ability that you can use or save for a different style of play later. Bosses there are 3 bosses in Absolver: Chicken, Kinlor/Calgary and Risrin, and each of them range in difficulty. Bosses are different from any other enemy because they have a unique cutscene
before their fight. Kuretz - Kuretz is a pretty easy fight boss as the stunt has a bunch of prospects to fight alongside him; however, they are weaker than usual and only take 2-3 hits to kill (these prospects spawn continuously and only stop once you have got Kuretz to a certain health). There
is not anything too interesting about Kuretz and the only difficulties you can have with him is getting to him for a 3-5 prospect in front of him. Shockwave will do you wonders in this fight. Kinlor/Calgary - Kinlor and Calgary is the second boss (in my passing) you face and harder than Kurets.
While there are not many prospects to fight, there are two of them and they both have a decent health bar and will try to surround you. It is best to keep your distance and try not to get into the environment. Bait them into hitting each other, avoiding them both attacking you simultaneously.
Kinlor and Calgary are a tough fight if you're not ready and it's easy for them to knock you into a corner and spam you until you die. The shock wave and any debouff-abilites are renewed again. Risrin - Risrin is the final boss of Absolver and prepare for the fight. It has the biggest health bar
(from what I've seen) of all the enemies of the NPC. It has different styles and will spawn a sword two different times throughout the fight. You could say that Risrin has stages, these stages: Stage 1: Standard Style; Stage 2: Generates a sword; Stage 3: Removes the sword and changes
the style (or at least its combo); Stage 4: Generates the sword again with different combos; Stage 5: Despawns the sword and again changes the combo. Risryn's stages will vary depending on her health and spam she won't work as she can parry and dodge (and absorb in my memory, but
I'm not sure). Shockwave is good to stop some of her more funny combos. Healing is also good in this match, once you've got some distance, heal and then attack to regain as much health as possible (I've got half the health to full health by doing so). Don't try to use abilites like earthquake
or gravity because they don't seem as effective. This boss took me about 5 times to beat, so get ready for a tough fight. After defeating Risrin, you'll become Absolver and get an Absolver coat: marking you as an experienced player as well as providing some good defense (and it looks
pretty cool). absolver sword moves locations
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